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IMPLEMENTING ETC SYSTEM 
ON HUNGARIAN MOTORWAY NETWORK 

ABSTRACT 

Question of transport infrastructure charges - among oth
ers - covers calculation and allocation of infrastructure costs 
referring different users. Cost allocation forms the basis of set
ting the user charges. The reason for the existence of applying 
mileage-proportional pricing system is generally accepted, as 
the European regulations also discuss this topic seriously. This 
mileage-proportional pricing system demands an appropriate 
toll collecting system, which meets the requirements of ar
ranged principles. Among these, the most important principles 
are equity, effectiveness and efficiency. Electronic Toll Col
lecting (ETC) systems are an appropriate solution to solving 
charging problems in various ways according to the different 
kind of systems. In Hungary the current motorway charging sys
tem is not an adequate solution for success of these principles 
in the long-term. A new, mileage-proportional pricing system is 
being initiated. This study presents the plans of Hungarian 
ETC system for motorway network, focusing on introductory 
issues. Among several preparatory steps, examining acceptabil
ity barriers of ETC system for the stakeholders of transport is 
needed. Their problem perception is to satisfy their- often con
trary- demands in equal, fair and effective ways. The policy im
plementation process also plays an important role to generate 
sufficient conditions to implement this solution. This contribu
tion is to discuss these objectives in applying the ETC system in 
an acceptable way. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In the enlarged European Union the transport sec
tor faces many problems, especially the road sector. 
The increasing traffic volume, the parallel deteriorat
ing traffic conditions, and the growing need of finan
cial resources in the road sector force out several 
changes both in the European and in the national 
transport policies. Road charging is one of the prob
lems to be solved by implementing changes. The im
portance of this measure can be proven by revenues 
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obtained from road tolls, which are good alternatives 
of the mainly lacking central budget sources in infra
structure development; furthermore, by tolls which 
can be accurate measures of demand management to
wards solving capacity, congestion and environmental 
problems. 

Before the start of transition in 1989, Hungary 
lacked a developed motorway network. After the 
structural shift from the planned economy to the mar
ket economy, the country played an important role in 
the NAS (Newly Associated States) region in the last 
decade concerning the private sector involvement in 
financing road infrastructure development. The re
gion's first two concession motorway projects (among 
a few public ones) had been realised in Hungary. 
Therefore, the extension of national motorway net
work could be started by involving private capital. 
This development process resulted in various forms of 
road tolling regimes and toll collection on the Hun
garian motorways at the end of the 90's. The interest 
of the country was in the need of a unified tolling sys
tem. In 2000 the government started the implementa
tion of the country-wide vignette system; the last step 
in this process was taken in 2004. But this vignette sys
tem cannot solve the financial problems of road sec
tor. Moreover, it causes social stress due to its unfair 
and inequitable attribution (favouring regular users 
and HGVs contrary to casual users and PCs, the latter 
of which produce less external costs). The way ahead 
can be the application of mileage-based pricing sys
tem. The benefits of applying this approach are gener
ally accepted in the world, as the European regula
tions also discuss this topic seriously. This mileage
-based pricing system demands an appropriate toll 
collecting system, which meets the requirements of ar
ranged toll principles. Among these, the most impor
tant principles are equity, effectiveness and efficiency. 
Electronic Toll Collecting (ETC) systems are an ap
propriate solution to solving charging problems in 
various ways according to the different types of sys
tems. 
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This set up the most important objective, the cor
rect and precise, valid settlement of revenues-expen
ditures and traffic data, which is the fund of the mar
ginal social cost based pricing. But this new approach 
brings uncertainty among the infrastructure users, be
cause they do not know and do not understand its 
meaning and scope. There are many barriers which set 
back the fair and efficient implementation and use of 
this measure (Johansson et al., 2003) and influence 
the behaviour of different groups or stakeholders to
wards it. These barriers can be sorted according to dif
ferent reasons, i.e. at which level are the defects of im
plementation for the policy institution. Therefore, the 
two main groups are the institutional and the accept
ability barriers. 

It is important to note that the media are an in
creasingly important and strong actor of the accept
ability process. There are a few concepts that label the 
media as equal actor to the customers, the politicians 
and the industry, so this contribution will also focus on 
the effects of the media system. 

In this resolution there are four main differenti
ated stakeholders' acceptability of the pricing policy: 
the providers', the politicians' and regulators', the 
public's acceptability and the role of media in this 
problem (Schade & Schlag, 2000). This contribution 
in its first part is focusing particularly on the accept
ability barriers. 

After this analysis and utilisation of its results, the 
existing Hungarian vignette system on the motorway 
network and the new planned mileage-based ETC sys
tem are evaluated while focusing on the acceptability 
issues. Some conclusions are drawn towards a desired 
successful implementation and efficient operation of 
this new system in the future. 

2. GENERAL METHODOLOGY OF 
MEASURING AND CLASSIFYING 
ACCEPTABILITY OF PRICING 
INSTRUMENTS 

Providers' acceptability 

The provision enterprises are mostly involved in fi
nancing (because of the lack of national budget) and 
in operation (effectiveness) of infrastructure. It is a 
proven theory that comparing public versus private 
operated infrastructure, the private operated is more 
financially efficient than a public one because of mar
ket approach, a private investor wants to get the best 
interest for the invested money. Furthermore, the pro
viders are more interested in the infrastructure devel
opment if their risks can be mitigated through govern
ment guarantees, i. e. the regulators warrant the ex
pected level of revenues with financial help (in several 
forms) to prove their profit maximisation (Tanczos & 
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Kong, 2001). Therefore, the providers manage their 
information sources according to the principle of ser
vice and consideration. 

Political/regulatory acceptability 

There is a significant difference between the politi
cal and public behaviour regarding acceptability. 
While the public stakeholders want to get fair road 
pricing based on traffic management and environment 
protection issues, the politicians and regulators are in
stead focussing on their own careers and their party in
terests, by concentrating on pubHc voters and a suc
cessful (re)election process (Tanczos et al., 2004). 

The results of previous studies stated that the po
litical stakeholders manage less the topic of traffic by 
comparison to the most highlighted level, for example, 
the sustainable development of economic or the finan
cial problems (Tanczos et al., 2004). However, their 
personal acceptability in appreciation of pricing poli
cies is positive due to its fair properties. The reasons of 
the low socio-political acceptability (based on behav
iour of political stakeholders) are identified, where, 
on the one hand, the marginal cost based road pricing 
is not fully accepted in the professional sphere (politi
cians representing their interests). On the other hand, 
they prefer to justify their policies in terms of practical 
arguments, rather than in terms of arguments regard
ing efficiency and equity (fairness) benefits at a gen
eral level (Rothengatter, 2003). Further reasons in
clude less sufficiently featuring the positive effects of 
the pricing measures to the politicians' action and 
these positive effects (like environmental benefits) 
promise less success than other policy issues (like em
ployment or regulation policies). 

To improve the political acceptability it may be a 
better solution if the pricing policies were imple
mented by politicians who consider the needs of politi
cally influential groups, and they allocate the revenues 
to these stake holders, and they spread out the costs to 
groups who have less political potential or who are not 
well organised in validation of interests. There is a 
good example in the situation of foreign customers in 
case of vignette-based charging system on roads, in 
which situation they are loaded relatively more re
garding expenditure than the domestic customers 
(Tirnar, 1998). 

Public acceptability 

Most problems affecting people are principally ap
pearing in areas with high population density, where 
people do not have enough living space to reach their 
individual goal of living in family houses, and are 
therefore forced to live in block houses (Milne et al., 
2001). An extremely high density can be evolved into 
the city area, which causes standard traffic conges
tions, parking problems and lack of capacities in peak 
hours. These are the mobility-related problems. Other 
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problems arise involving highways, bridges and tun
nels, but these infrastructures cannot be built in one 
day or moved away, so their problems need policy-re
lated solutions, rather than a regular capacity develop
ment. Fortunately, there are various possibilities to 
moderate the effects of these propositions, but in case 
of few measurements it is necessary to make a rela
tionship between the success of policies and the public 
acceptance. Namely, the concerned public stake
holders are certainly not involved in questions and so
lutions of mobility problems (Tanczos et al., 2004 ), but 
the great majority of measures, including, strangely 
the pricing-measures, have an effect on voting popula
tion related to expenditure changes. 

The social perception of mobility-related problems 
has two layers: the first one is built up with the straight 
problems according to the traffic volume (congestion, 
parking), the second one contains the collateral prob
lems as the impositions of environment (noise, air pol
lution). People tend not to think that road pricing is an 
appropriate solution in solving straight problems. This 
means they reject the pricing measures, also after fo
cusing on other positive effects for implementation of 
road pricing, such as reducing congestion costs and 
lost time. They only feel that added taxes and charges 
are good possibilities for the decision-makers to get 
more money for other political aims. Several studies 
reached the important result that the level of incomes 
mainly does not influence the acceptability of road 
pricing, but naturally the level of charge does (Steg & 
Vlek, 1997). 

According to the state of the art of sciences there is 
no proven relationship between social norms and ac
ceptability. But if it is possible to attract attention on 
responsibility for causing straight and collateral prob
lems, and they feel that they have the possibility and 
voice in solving these problems, then finally it seems to 
have more positive acceptance on pricing measure 
than negative ones in case of feeling individual utility 
maximisation. The main aims are the effectiveness, 
equity and fairness (Viegas, 2001 ). This kind of knowl
edge is very important in the good implementation of 
pricing; one cannot underestimate the role of the con
scious education of people on protecting the environ
ment and the need of traffic demand management is
sues, as we have to underline the role of media as well. 
Other researches demonstrated the need of equity re
garding good acceptability of charges, because on the 
one band the customers want to get what they paid for, 
and on other hand they feel the importance of consid
ering the unequal situations, which means the differ
ent treatment in the case of different needs and abili
ties (e. g. cars and lorries). Some studies focused on 
the acceptability regarding the characteristic of pric
ing system, and they assessed that the customers pre
fer rather simple, known fixed charge, i. e. open charg-
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ing structures than difficult and complex, time or dis
tance based, closed charging systems (Tanczos & 
Bokor, 2004). On the whole, it can be established that 
the public acceptance of road pricing depends on the 
presentation of reasons and issues for implementing 
the pricing measures. 

Finally, it is important to analyse not only the ef
fects of the customers' expenditures, but also the allo
cation of taxes and the revenues from road pricing 
(Tanczos & Bokor, 2004). There are two main dimen
sions which must be focused on: the demonstration of 
people on the allocation fields for using revenues and 
on the decision-makers' side the impact of guarantees 
to allocating revenues in those fields. 

The role of media 

The media theoretically stand between politicians 
and the public stakeholders (voters), independently on 
both sides. However, some people think that there is 
an interaction between the media and the political de
cision-makers, which has not been proven yet (Schlag 
& Schade, 2000). The media has the power to inform 
the public about the decisions in (pricing) policies and 
about their impacts on their own discretion (or con
sciously not to inform them), so it is very important to 
both sides to have good relationship with the media. 
From its role it can decide on problematic questions 
for either side, depending on which side can influence 
it. Recently, in all dimensions of media, there have 
been different groups who stand for their interested 
stakeholders, so theoretically the market of media rep
resents a balanced field in the topic of acceptability. 
Naturally, there are more and less powerful media 
sources, and additionally, the governmental or politi
cally interested media sources can get easily place to 
inform their customers. Their aims are as good as the 
audience maximisation due to maximisation of their 
budget or profit. The media enterprises take care of ef
fectiveness, equity and fairness only if these are impor
tant for their audience. Aggregated, it needs to be fo
cused on the importance of having a good relationship 
with the media to have accepted pricing policies with 
the stakeholders (Tanczos et al., 2004). 

3. IMPLEMENTING COUNTRY-WIDE 
THE VIGNETTE SYSTEM 

At the beginning of 1999, there were 6 different 
motorway operating companies in Hungary. In that 
year the government decided that motorway users 
have to pay only for the operation and maintenance 
costs while the construction and financial costs should 
be covered from the state budget. A unified vignette 
system was introduced first on the M1 and M3 motor
ways in January 2000, cancelling the toll systems exist
ing up to that time. Although the aggregated general 
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toll rate was reduced by 50%, this step produced social 
dissatisfaction towards the vignette system, especially 
by the casual and mainly short section users. Despite 
that, the traffic volumes on concerned motorways rose 
significantly by about 30%. The yearly revenues from 
toll collection dropped by 35%. 

It is generally known that weekly vignette users 
represent more than 50% of the total traffic, while 
monthly vignette users account for about 10% and 
yearly vignette users between 30% and 40% of the to
tal traffic, depending on time and section. 

In 2003, a new section of M3 motorway, the new 
M30 motorway and the reconstructed M7 motorway 
joined the vignette system. In March 2004 the last ele
ment of the Hungarian motorway network, the MS 
concession motorway also joined the vignette system 
(after negotiations and modification of the concession 
contract between the government and the concession 
company). This step allowed motorists to use more 
than 540 km of motorways with relatively inexpensive 
and simple tool. 

4. THE DESIRED FUTURE 

The above detailed solutions were the conse
quences of mainly politically driven, professionally un
founded decisions. In the past decade, this resulted in 
four types of toll categorisation, three kinds of toll col
lection systems, two types of technologies and high dif
ferences in the fee levels on a network of only 650 km. 
Politicians recognised that they cannot disregard the 
professional arguments about a consensus-based na
tional toll policy. 

The first step of the elaboration of the toll policy 
has been the determination of the "Toll Policy Princi
ples" which were accepted by the Ministry of Econ
omy and Transport in February 2004. The document 
and other publications (Siposs, 2004) claim that the vi
gnette system like user charging system is not recom
mended for use after 2006 as this type of fee collection 
gives unjust advantage to the frequent (e. g. compa
nies) and long-distance (e. g. transit traffic) users over 
the infrequent (e. g. private persons) and short-dis
tance (e. g. local) users. Using these resources for fi
nancing of the operation and maintenance of the net
work cannot be ensured in this system mainly because 
of the significant network expansion planned in mid 
term (2,000 km by 2015). The growing network means 
wider accessibility, the growing personal incomes 
mean higher yearly running of cars, which shift the de
mand for yearly vignettes resulting in lower income 
per vehicle mileage and per motorway length. 

The mileage-based tolling is recommended from 
2007 as in this system all users pay according to the 
real use of the pavement or to the load share of capac
ity. The objective of toll collecting can also be the 
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management of traffic demands according to place or 
time, besides providing financial resources. This solu
tion gives the basis of balanced charging (Siposs, 
2004). With the application of mileage-based tolling, 
funding the financial resources and keeping the real 
value necessary for operation and maintenance of the 
yearly increasing network can be better provided for. 

For roads with limited access, the introduction of 
toll can be justified right at the first opening of the ex
cess capacity. In this case, the toll of a 2x2 lanes ex
pressway, or a 2x1lanes expressway could be linked to 
that of the motorway. These rates have to be precisely 
determined in the detailed Toll Policy. Otherwise, 
when introducing toll collection only at the final mo
torway level construction, problems will arise with the 
municipalities due to traffic transfer (Siposs, 2004). 

The basic objective is to introduce the new policy 
in all categories at the same time, but the technical so
lution chosen as a result of international, technologi
cally open tendering should also make it possible, that 
this deadline would be later in case of passenger cars 
(Siposs, 2004). In this case, on the other hand, the new 
system should be able to control100% the vehicles us
ing vignettes but should be able to handle mileage
-based tolling for those who choose it. Nowadays, sig
nificant part of the vignettes is bought by infrequent 
users, but new surveys should be conducted to deter
mine the frequency of these infrequent users in the 
various sections. 

Further surveys are needed to split the costs be
tween vehicle categories, tolled/toll free sections, de
termination of the toll categories and multipliers and 
determination of the socially affordable toll level. It is 
important that the decision be made on political con
sensus, while it is inevitable to have long-term strate
gic decision. 

The second step of implementing the new tolling 
system was the detailed social discussion of the princi
ples in 2004. The up-to-date interoperable electronic 
toll collection can be up and running in January 2007 
at the earliest, following the tendering and construc
tion of the chosen technology. 

The partial reason of the formerly missing public 
understanding of the essential aim of tolling was that 
in Hungary there has never been an elaborate, clear 
cut marketing strategy and public relation background 
in this field. The accountability of toll incomes, the 
way and reason of spending will be in the centre of fu
ture communication campaigns (Siposs, 2004). This 
statement is also proven by other national (Tanczos et 
al., 2004) and international studies. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

The main conclusion is that it is important to 
search for and find good practices. One of the most 
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important factors in successful implementation of 
transport policy measure is the stakeholders' accept
ability. If the customers are well informed about the 
reasons and expected results of pricing, there will be 
higher public acceptability. Accordingly, the emphasis 
should be rather placed strongly on true reasons of 
pricing and the advantages of additional financial re
sources. Furthermore, the pricing policies can be very 
effective solutions for environmental and congestion 
problems as well. The public stakeholders reach the 
public road network without charging, therefore, 
there is a strong acceptability barrier if they have to 
pay for it. But after implementing this measure, it 
could be the high effectiveness of transport pricing (on 
the side of decision-makers). Naturally, it depends on 
a good definition of objectives. Last but not least, it is 
very important that the transport issues from pricing 
policies are well transmitted to the public, thus they 
must also believe that their positive attitude on policy 
implementation assists in reaching conclusions to 
these issues. The ITS means are adequate to help this 
process. 

On the side of regulators, the most important issue 
is to provide appropriate guarantees to the public and 
the providers as well. That means the government has 
to create the legal framework to implement pricing 
measures, from the tendering of infrastructure until 
the collection of charges. It would be risk mitigating if 
there were well-balanced risk allocation between gov
ernment and the industry. Also, it causes higher ac
ceptability within the public if they are involved in de
termining the reason and expected results of pricing 
policies. In case of implementing the vignette system 
these elements failed to be included in the govern
ment's store of measures. During the preparation of 
the new mileage-based pricing system, the politicians 
learnt these lessons. 

The providers' acceptability also will be on higher 
level if in the planning phases there is a thorough 
preparation and analysis of the financial questions, 
and independent groups are involved assessing the 
economic conditions and traffic forecasts. Using intel
ligent systems during the operation can improve the 
data collection and forecasting processes for precise 
evaluations, as in case of new tolling system. 

The media play the linking role between the politi
cians and the public stakeholders. Thus it is necessary 
to have good relationship with all the dimensions of 
media. With help of media the public acceptance of 
toll policy and especially of the new pricing system can 
be at a high level. 
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KIVONAT 

ETC RENDSZER BEVEZETESE A MAGYAR 
AUTOPALYA-HALOZATON 

A k6zlekedesi infrastruktCtra haszmilataert fizetendo dijak 
prob/emaja t6bbek k6z6tt magaba foglalja a hasznalat soran 
keletkezett k6ltsegek megallapitasat, es azok hasznal6k k6z6tti 
megosztasat. Ez ut6bbi szolgal a hasznal6kra kivetett dijak 
meghatarozasanak alapjaul. Altalanosan elfogadott a haszna
lataranyos dijfizetes alkalmazasanak !etjogosultsaga, ahogyan 
az Eur6pai Uni6s szabdlyozasok is komolyan targyaljak mar. 
Ez a dijrendszer egy olyan dijszedesi rendszer kiepiteset igenyli, 
ami teljesiti a dijrendszer vele szemben tamasztott k6vetelmen
yeit. Ezek k6ziil legfontosabbak az igazsagossagi, hatdsossagi 
es hatekonysagi elvek. Az ETC - elektronikus dijszedesi -
rendszerek megfelelo megoldast nyujtanak az infrastruktUra 
dijasitasanak prob!emaira, kiil6nb6zo megoldasokkal az eltero 
rendszereken alapulva. Ajelenleg Magyarorszagon alkalmazott 
ataldnydijas dijrendszer nem nyujt megfele/6 megoldast hos
szutavon ezen elvek ervenyesiileseben. Jelen tanulmany bemu
tatja a magyar aut6palya-hdl6zaton bevezetendo elektronikus 
dijszedesi rendszer terveit, a bevezetesi kerdesekre koncentral
va. A szamos el6kesz£t6 /epes k6z6tt sziikseges megvizsgalni az 
ETC rendszereknek a k6zlekedesben erintettek fel6li elfogad
hat6sagi korltitait. A problema sztimukra ott jelenik meg, ami
kor egyenl6 m6don, igazsagosan es hatekonyan kell kieteg[teni 
- gyakran ellentetes - igenyeiket. A szabtilyozas bevezetesenek 
folyamata szinten fontos szerepet jtitszik abban, hogy megfelelo 
felteteleket lehessen biztositani ezen megoldas bevezetesehez. 
Ez a cikk ezeket a celokat ttirgyalja meg az ETC rendszerek 
elfogadhat6 alkalmazasa kapcsan. 
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